Human decisions about when to act originate within a basal forebrain–nigral circuit
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Decisions about when to act are critical for survival in humans as in animals, but how a desire is translated into the decision that an action is worth taking at any particular point in time is incompletely understood. Here we show that a simple model developed to explain when animals decide it is worth taking an action also explains a significant portion of the variance in timing observed when humans take voluntary actions. The model focuses on the current environment’s potential for reward, the timing of the individual’s own recent actions, and the outcomes of those actions. We show, by using ultrahigh-field MRI scanning, that in addition to anterior cingulate cortex within medial frontal cortex, a group of subcortical structures including striatum, substantia nigra, basal forebrain (BF), pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN), and habenula (HB) encode trial-by-trial variation in action time. Further analysis of the activity patterns found in each area together with psychophysiological interaction analysis and structural equation modeling suggested a model in which BF integrates contextual information that will influence the decision about when to act and communicates this information, in parallel with PPN and HB influences, to nigrostriatal circuits. It is then in the nigrostriatal circuit that action initiation per se begins.

Significance

Decision-making studies often focus on brain mechanisms for selecting between goals and actions; however, another important, and often neglected, aspect of decision-making in humans concerns whether, at any given point in time, it is worth making any action at all. We showed that a considerable portion of the variance in when voluntary actions are emitted can be explained by a simple model that takes into account key features of the current environment. By using ultrahigh-field MRI we identified a multilayered circuit in the human brain originating far beyond the medial frontal areas typically linked to human voluntary action starting in the basal forebrain and brain stem, converging in the dopaminergic midbrain, and only then projecting to striatum and cortex.
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Flexible behavior involves not only choosing the right action but also initiating the chosen action at just the right moment. For example, a hunting animal must strike at just the right time, when it is close enough to reach its prey before it has a chance to escape but when it is still far enough away to avoid detection. The same is true in humans; an art collector may choose to bid for a specific item in an auction, but it is also important to place the bid at the right moment, when other bidders will not have a chance to outbid, but still leave enough time to place a bid. The ability to initiate self-paced actions is vital to animals’ survival, and the consequences of its disruption can be observed in neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease. It is well established that free voluntary choices in humans depend in some way on a brain region somewhere in the medial frontal cortex, but an explanation of why decisions to act emerge at particular points in time has been lacking (1–4).

We have recently shown in macaques that a circuit comprising anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and basal forebrain (BF) integrates past and present contextual information that influences when an action is made (5). However, the interplay between BF and other brain circuits involved in the generation of self-initiated actions remains unclear. Basal ganglia, in particular, play a major role in different aspects of action selection and initiation (6, 7); activity in many striatal neurons increases prior to action onset (8, 9). Additionally, activity in substantia nigra (SN) pars compacta (SNC) dopamine neurons, and their terminals in the striatum, has been linked to self-paced action initiation (10, 11). Our previous finding that BF mediates the influence of past and present context on the emergence of a decision about when to act might therefore seem surprising, especially given that BF is the major source of cholinergic projections to cortex. However, it has been suggested that acetylcholine may also play an independent and complementary role in initiation of self-paced actions (12). For example, the activity of the cholinergic neurons that project from the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) to the SNc dopamine neurons modulates locomotion (13). However, we still know comparatively little about the interplay between BF and other subcortical nuclei associated with dopamine and the striatum. The first major aim of the current study was to elucidate this relationship and to test whether BF integrates information about when an action should be made while activity in interconnected nuclei is linked to the action initiation per se.

The second major aim was to investigate these processes in the human brain. We used a behavioral paradigm to investigate in humans how contextual factors and internal state, shaped by present and past environment, are integrated to determine when to act. We used ultrahigh-field functional magnetic resonance imaging (7T fMRI) of cortical and subcortical structures to identify brain activity mediating decisions about when to act. Finally, we used psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis and structural equation modeling (SEM) to examine the interaction between these structures at a circuit level.
First, behavioral analyses demonstrated that in humans, contextual information influenced apparently voluntary decisions about when to act. As in macaques (5) a large proportion of variance in decisions about when to act could be explained by a quantitative model that deduced what we refer to as a deterministic component of time to act based on features of the environment relating to both current context and the recent past context. Second, ultrahigh-field functional imaging identified a group of subcortical structures whose activity was parametrically related to the factors that change the likelihood of action at a given point in time, rather than action initiation per se. Third, model-based fMRI analysis showed that as in macaques, blood-oxygen-level–dependent (BOLD) activity in BF could be explained by trial-to-trial variation in deterministic action time, which is the predicted action time given present and past contextual factors. In addition, however, the current behavioral paradigm also made it possible to identify other patterns of activity more directly linked to action initiation per se in other nuclei. Fourth, examination of the patterns of activity interaction across these nuclei, aided by PPI and SEM, allowed us to identify a multilayered circuit in the human brain originating far beyond the medial frontal areas typically linked to human voluntary action initiation, starting in the BF, habenula (HB), and PPN; converging in the dopaminergic SN; and only then projecting to striatum and cortex.

**Results**

**Participants Used Contextual Factors to Decide When to Act.** We developed a task to investigate in humans how contextual factors and internal state, shaped by present and past environment, are integrated to determine when to act. Twenty participants were instructed to track stimuli on the screen (bubbles emerging from a draining water tank, one at a time, every 2 s) and to choose a bubble by making a response at a time of their choice (only one bubble could be picked per trial) (Fig. 1 A and B). Each bubble potentially contained a monetary reward. The magnitude and the probability of reward were represented by the color and the size of the bubble, respectively. The color and rate of change (slope) in bubble size changed from trial to trial but remained constant within a trial: gold, silver, and bronze bubbles contained large, medium, and small levels of reward; the bubbles got bigger and bigger (higher reward probability) or smaller (lower reward probability), as the water level was dropping, with different slopes. It took 20 s for the whole tank to drain. In addition, different levels of noise were added to the linearly changing reward factors, respectively (Fig. 2). This is lower than in a related paradigm in monkeys (36 ± 9%) (5) but still a large proportion of variance.

We then asked what percentage of the trial-to-trial variability in observed actTime could be explained by present context, past context, or a combination of both contexts (SI Appendix, SI Methods). On average, present and past contextual factors together explained 24 ± 5% of actTime variance. Of this, 13 ± 9% and 11 ± 4% were explained by present and past contextual factors, respectively (Fig. 2F). This is lower than in a related paradigm in monkeys (36 ± 9%) (5) but still a large proportion of variance.

**A Subset of Subcortical Structures Encodes Decision Time to Act.** To identify potential subcortical structures that track the parametric variation in action time we examined activity in anatomical regions of interest (ROIs), which have been linked to action initiation (5, 7, 11, 13, 15, 16). The a priori selected ROIs included caudate nucleus (CN), putamen, nucleus accumbens (NAc), globus pallidus (GP), SN, ventral tegmental area (VTA), PPN, HB, and BF (note that because of the close adjacency of several small and diverse nuclei near the nucleus basalis, our BF region focuses on septal nuclei and part of the diagonal band of Broca) (Fig. 3A). To investigate whether subcortical structures track the parametric variation in either the empirically observed actTime recorded on each trial or the deterministic actTime at which actions were expected to be made on each trial given the known influence of the environmental context, we created anatomical masks for each ROI and each individual participant (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) and extracted the time course of the neural activation from each ROI, with respect to response onset (Methods).
Fig. 1. Experimental task. (A) At the beginning of each trial a vertical rectangle appeared on the center of the screen which we refer to as the water tank. The water (the blue filling of the rectangle) level started dropping as soon as the trial started. As the water level was dropping, bubbles (transparent circles) emerged from the water. Participants were told that bubbles might contain reward. The color and the size of bubbles represented potential reward magnitude and reward probability, respectively. Participants could choose a bubble by pressing on a response button at a time of their own choice. Once they responded, the stimulus disappeared, and participants waited for 4 to 10 s (action–outcome [AO] delay) before receiving the outcome. During the outcome phase, if rewarded, a gold, silver, or bronze coin was shown on the screen, representing 20, 10, or 5 p, respectively. If not rewarded, or in rare occasions that participants did not make any response, a dark coin appeared on the screen. (B) Timeline of one example trial. At the beginning of each trial a water tank filled with water was presented on the center of the screen. As the water level started dropping, bubbles emerged from the water, one at a time. Each bubble remained on the screen for 2 s before popping and a new bubble emerging. It took 20 s for the whole tank to drain (total number of bubbles in a tank = 9). In the example shown (trial t), silver bubbles (medium reward magnitude) emerge from the water. As the water level started dropping, bubbles were getting bigger and bigger, meaning that in this trial the change in reward probability slope is positive (first bubble, 50%; last bubble, 80%). In this example, the participant decides to respond after 12 s (with 69% chance of getting 10 p). (C) Contextual factors from the current and past trials were used to predict participants’ time to act. Present contextual factors consisted of reward magnitude (three levels) shown with different color of bubbles, rate of change in reward probability (six levels) shown with different size of bubbles, and white Gaussian noise added to the linearly changing bubble size (five levels) (in the figure, for clarity, noise levels are only added to one of the probability slopes). (D) Past contextual factors consisted of reward outcome (two levels) and actTime on the past trial (continuous variable). (E) Correlation matrix of present and past contextual factors. The contextual factors were varied from trial-to-trial, independently of one another, and in a pseudorandomized order.
The empirically observed *actTime* [Methods, general linear model 2.1 [GLM2.1]; SI Appendix, Fig. S3, illustrates time course of each contextual factor; Methods, GLM2.2; see SI Appendix, Fig. S4, for alternative analysis] explained BOLD activity in CN [one-sample *t* test; *t* (18) = −5.87, *P* = 0.0001, *d* = 1.35; all subsequent tests are corrected for multiple comparisons], NAc [*t* (18) = −4.28, *P* = 0.004, *d* = 0.98], SN [*t* (18) = 3.51, *P* = 0.009, *d* = 0.81], BF [*t* (18) = −3.99, *P* = 0.006, *d* = 0.92], PPN [*t* (18) = 3.65, *P* = 0.01, *d* = 0.84], and HB [*t* (18) = 3.64, *P* = 0.01, *d* = 0.83] (Fig. 3B). Although timing differences in BOLD signals must be interpreted with care, it is noteworthy that the peak effect of parametric variation in observed *actTime* on BOLD signal was much earlier in SN, PPN, and HB compared to CN, NAc, and BF. On average, the effect of observed *actTime* on BOLD activity was positive and peaked 1.04 s before the response in the former group. In the latter group, this effect was...
negative and peaked 4.66 s after the response (Fig. 3A). A 6-s difference in activity peaks is unlikely to be due solely to differences in BOLD hemodynamic response functions and instead suggests different roles for the areas in specifying when to act. Given the delay in the hemodynamic response, it is clear that the activity in CN, NAc, and BF begins during a late decision phase just before the initiation of action; by contrast, SN, PPN, and HB encode actTime long before the initiation of action (average actTime across all conditions and participants is 9.61 s) during an early decision phase when the factors determining action first become observable. In support of this, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction effect of decision phase and ROI on group peaks \( F(5,90) = 2.61, P = 0.03, \eta^2_p = 0.13 \) (SI Appendix, SI Methods), suggesting that parametric variation in observed actTime was associated with a late, negative BOLD response in CN, NAc, and BF but an early, positive BOLD response in SN, PPN, and HB.

Fig. 3. A subset of subcortical structures encodes decision time to act. (A) ROI time course analysis of the a priori selected subcortical structures, showing the relationship between BOLD and observed actTime. The panel next to each time course shows the corresponding anatomical ROI overlaid on averaged structural image of all subjects in standard space. The y axis is based on the FSL MNI152 standard brain in which \( y = 0 \) is the dorsal posterior corner of the anterior commissure (ac). Other commonly used atlases such as the Atlas of the Human Brain (43) put \( y = 0 \) at the center of ac. The lines and shadings show the mean and SE of the \( \beta \) weights across the participants, respectively. The arrows show the location of the peak effect. Time 0 is the response time. Note that the hemodynamic lag means that a BOLD signal change reflects neural activity \( \sim6 \) s earlier. (B) There was a significant relationship between BOLD activity and actTime in CN, NAc, SN, BF, PPN, and HB. However, given the delay in the hemodynamic response, it is clear that the activity in CN, NAc, and BF begins during a late decision phase just before the initiation of action; by contrast, SN, PPN, and HB encode actTime long before the initiation of action during an early decision phase. Each ring represents one participant. The gray columns illustrate the group mean. One-sample t tests with Holm–Bonferroni correction. * \( P < 0.05 \), ** \( P < 0.01 \), *** \( P < 0.001 \). See also SI Appendix, Figs. S2–S4.
Next, to identify cortical structures outside our anatomical ROIs that could also be involved in encoding of observed actTime we ran a whole-brain analysis. We used a GLM (SI Appendix, SI Methods, GLM1) to look for brain areas in which activity reflected parametric variation in the empirically observed actTime, separately on trials where rate of change in reward probability was positive (i.e., waiting longer before responding was associated with an increased chance of getting reward; long actTime contrast) and negative (i.e., responding quickly was associated with an increased chance of getting reward; short actTime contrast). For the long actTime contrast, the largest cluster was located in the ACC extending into supplementary motor area (SMA) (peak Z = 4.35, Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI] coordinate: x = 0, y = −4, z = 58; whole-brain cluster-based correction, Z > 3.1, P < 0.0001; Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Table S1). For the short actTime contrast, the cluster was located at the striatum (peak Z = 4.42, MNI: x = 14, y = 8, z = −8; whole-brain cluster-based correction, Z > 3.1, P < 0.0001; Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Table S1). Whole-brain analysis suggests that in addition to striatum, which was already part of our a priori selected ROIs, ACC and SMA are also involved in encoding of actTime. To illustrate the timing of encoding of observed actTime in ACC and striatum, we extracted the time course of the neural activation in a 14-mm³ sphere ROI centered on the activation peak with respect to response onset (Fig. 4C and D). In accordance with our previous finding, the effect of actTime on BOLD signal in striatum peaked during the late decision phase. However, this effect peaked during the early decision phase in ACC.

**BF Communicates Decisions About When to Act to Nigrostriatal Pathway.** Time course analyses showed that BOLD response in a subset of our subcortical ROIs is correlated with parametric variation in empirically observed actTime. We next, however, asked 1) whether the same areas integrated contextual factors to compute the deterministic component of actTime, as estimated by the Cox regression model [specifically, based on our previous finding in macaques (5), we expected BF to be involved in encoding the deterministic actTime—the time at which the response is expected to be made given the known influence of the contextual factors], and 2) whether the same areas encoded action initiation per se, above and beyond the parametric variation in actTime.

To answer the first question, we added deterministic actTime to the time series GLM as the variable of interest and the observed actTime as covariate (Methods, GLM2.3). We found that deterministic actTime explained BOLD activity in BF [t (18) = 3.55, P = 0.02, d = 0.81; corrected for multiple comparisons]. This was not the case for other ROIs (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S5). This suggests that, as in macaques (5), BF activity in humans is involved in integrating present and past contextual information to construct the deterministic component of actTime. Interestingly, the effect of deterministic actTime on BF BOLD signal peaked during the early decision phase and was much earlier compared to the effect of observed actTime on BF BOLD (compare Figs. 3 and 5), and the effect was stronger during early compared to the late decision phase [paired-samples t test; t (18) = 2.33, P = 0.03, d = 0.53] (Fig. 5B). This suggests, after considering the BOLD hemodynamic lag, that deterministic actTime is encoded long before action initiation when the factors determining it become observable. Next, we asked whether present and past contextual factors contribute equally to encoding of deterministic actTime in BF. Deterministic actTime present context and deterministic actTime past context were used in a time series GLM (Methods, GLM2.4), with the observed actTime as covariate. BOLD activity in BF was related with deterministic actTime present context [t (18) = 4.87, P = 0.001, d = 1.12; corrected for multiple comparisons; SI Appendix, Fig. S6]. This was not true for actTime past context [t (18) = 2.22, P = 0.32; corrected for multiple comparisons; SI Appen-
Fig. 5. BF encodes the deterministic component of time to act. (A) Peak effect of deterministic actTime on ROI BOLD signal. Significance testing on time course data was performed by using a leave-one-out procedure on the group peak signal identified within the whole epoch. The effect of deterministic actTime on BF BOLD signal seems similar in size to effects in other areas. However, compared to other areas, deterministic actTime explained BOLD activity in BF in a uniform and consistent manner across participants and therefore in a significant way. (B) Peak effect of deterministic actTime on ROI BOLD signal identified separately within the early decision and late decision phases. (C) Time course analysis of the BF, showing the relationship between BOLD activity and deterministic actTime estimated separately from present (deterministic actTime\text{\_present}) and past (deterministic actTime\text{\_past}) context. Format is the same as in Fig. 3A. (D) Peak effect of deterministic actTime\text{\_present} on ROI BOLD signal, identified within the whole epoch. Each ring represents one participant. The gray columns illustrate the group mean. Paired-samples t test and one-sample t tests with Holm–Bonferroni correction. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. See also SI Appendix, Figs. S4–S6.
Appendix. Fig. S7). This suggests that BF mostly employed present contextual factors to construct the deterministic component of actTime [paired-samples t test; t (18) = 2.00, P = 0.06, d = 0.46] (Fig. 5 C and D).

To answer the second question—whether the same areas encoded action initiation per se, above and beyond the parametric variation in actTime—we regressed an unmodulated regressor indexing action initiation against the ROIs’ extracted time series (Methods, constant regressor in GLM2.3) and added the deterministic and the observed actTime as covariates. Dopaminergic midbrain [one-sample t test corrected for multiple comparisons; SN, t (18) = 3.38, P = 0.02, d = 0.78; VTA, t (18) = 5.44, P = 0.0003, d = 1.25], PPN [t (18) = 5.47, P = 0.0003, d = 1.25], and HB [t (18) = 7.56, P < 0.0001, d = 1.73] showed a positive peak ~2 s after initiation of action (Fig. 6 A and B), therefore, once the hemodynamic lag is taken into consideration, indicating activity prior to movement onset. This effect on BF response is constant and does not vary from trial to trial; it thus demonstrates the encoding of action initiation per se rather than parametric variation in observed or deterministic actTime. Interestingly, the BOLD response peaked at the same time in all four areas and showed a gradual ramp-up starting about 3 s before initiation of action, suggesting activity was present during the early decision phase. We also observed an effect in CN, putamen, and BF, but the peak occurred much later at about 6 s after the response onset, suggesting activity was present during the late decision phase.

So far, we have shown that BOLD response in CN, NAe, SN, BF, PPN, and HB is correlated with observed actTime. Among these areas, however, BF encoded the deterministic component of actTime while SN, PPN, and HB encoded the action initiation per se, during the early decision phase. We then asked whether BF is functionally connected with SN, PPN, or HB as a function of deterministic actTime. We performed a PPI analysis (17) (Methods, GLM2.5) and found that the functional connectivity between BF and SN is moderated by deterministic actTime [one-sample t test corrected for multiple comparisons; t (18) = 5.76, P = 0.0001, d = 1.32]. This was not true for the functional connectivity between SN and the other ROIs (Fig. 6C). Stronger activity in BF was associated with stronger activity in SN as a function of deterministic actTime, compared to functional connectivity between BF and PPN [paired-samples t test; t (18) = 2.55, P = 0.02, d = 0.88] or between BF and HB [t (18) = 2.32, P = 0.03, d = 0.53]. This is consistent with the BF communicating decisions about when to act to the nigrostriatal pathway. It is then within the nigrostriatal circuit or one of the interconnecting areas such as PPN or HB that action initiation per se begins.

First, based on the type and timing of BOLD signals in subcortical ROIs, we assumed a model in which activity in CN and NAe is influenced by SN; anatomical connections projecting from SN to CN and NAe and the influence SN exerts on CN and NAe are well known (18). We assumed that activity in SN is influenced by BF in line with the results of our PPI analysis (Fig. 6C). We also included influences form PPN and HB to SN in line with previously reported monosynaptic projections from PPN and HB to SN (15). We also included in the model an influence from ACC to BF; BF receives a monosynaptic input from ACC, and they are known to act in concert to determine actTime in monkeys (5, 19, 20) (Fig. 7A; see also SI Appendix, Fig. S8). Next, we estimated the path coefficients to find out whether the data we had observed would fit the model. As predicted, all specified path coefficients in the hypothesized model were significantly different from zero (SI Appendix, Table S2) and provided a good description of the data according to at least two of the standard fit indices for structural equation models (standardized root mean square residual = 0.066; goodness-of-fit index = 0.961; root mean square error of approximation = 0.087; SI Appendix, SI Methods).

Having established that our proposed model fits the observed data well, we compared our model with alternative models and performed a series of control analyses to investigate which connections are influencing the network most. First, given that all brain areas have manifold connections, null models assuming no connections between ROIs are unsuitable points of comparison for connectivity analysis (21). Therefore, we compared the hypothesis-driven model to an alternative model in which the direction of connections was reversed (Fig. 7B). Note that the alternative model therefore has an identical number of degrees of freedom.

The hypothesis-driven model (Akaike information criterion [AIC] = 377,600.5) provided a better description of the data than the alternative model (AIC = 486,306.6).

Second, to rule out the possibility that the significant path coefficients in the hypothesis-driven model are due to factors unrelated to actTime, we compared the hypothesized model against an alternative in which parametric variation in BOLD signal due to observed actTime was regressed out. This was done by convolving the main effect of responding and the parametric actTime (time-locked to response) with the canonical HRF and feeding these variables as inputs to all ROIs—the idea being that any remaining variance after these inputs is due to effects that occur as a function of action timing.

Third, we performed a complementary test by comparing the hypothesis-driven model to other models of equivalent complexity by randomly permuting the position of each ROI in the circuit and obtaining the AIC of each variation. Again, this ensures that the alternative models have identical numbers of degrees of freedom. This yielded a total of 5,040 models with a median AIC of 389,479.2 (interquartile range = 9,209.4; range = [377,269.6 to 396,045.7]). The AIC of the hypothesis-driven model was 377,600.5, which positioned it in the 0.6th percentile of the distribution (Fig. 7C).

Discussion

Previous work in humans has identified medial frontal brain areas associated with self-generated, self-timed, or voluntary actions (1, 4). Animal studies on the other hand have emphasized the role of basal ganglia circuits (6, 7). On the basis of the current results, we propose a circuit comprising structures in medial frontal cortex, basal ganglia, brainstem, and BF, working in concert to encode decisions about when to act and then actually initiating the action (Fig. 7D).

Participants performed a behavioral task, while inside an ultrahigh-field MRI scanner. They integrated contextual factors,
shaped by the present and past environment, that influenced when they would act. We then used functional imaging to look for brain activity parametrically related to the factors that determine when might be the right time to make the action. We found that activity in ACC, CN, NAc, SN, PPN, HB, and BF encodes parametric variation in actTime. Self-initiated actions have previously been associated with medial frontal areas such as ACC and SMA (22–24) and basal ganglia such as CN, NAc, and SN (7, 11). However, the possibility that PPN, HB, and BF have roles in self-initiated action has received less attention.

BOLD activity in BF was correlated with deterministic actTime on each trial, providing the first piece of evidence that it was important for action timing. The activity change peaked \(~1\) s before the actual response was made (Fig. 5A). Once the hemodynamic lag is taken into account, it is clear that BF activity occurs long before actual initiation of action and instead occurs at the point in time when visual cues indicating the contextual features that would influence action time were first presented. This early timing and the fact that—unlike any of the other brain areas investigated—its activity could be explained by the predicted actTime given the influence of present and past contextual factors (deterministic actTime).
suggest an important role for the BF in mediating the influence of past and present context on decisions about when to act. This is consistent with previous studies in macaques (5).

The SN appears to be an important next stage in the circuit. Unlike BF, we did not find any evidence that SN activity reflects the contextual factors influencing when an action was likely to be made; its activity was not significantly related to deterministic \( \text{actTime} \). However, its activity encoded action initiation per se and occurred early in trials prior to movement onset. Importantly, PPI analysis showed that functional connectivity between BF and SN was driven by deterministic \( \text{actTime} \). It had been suggested that BF represents combinations of task-relevant contextual variables (25–28) and encodes decision time to act (5). However, it was not clear how these representations come to influence action time. Here we observed increased connectivity between BF and SN as a function of deterministic \( \text{actTime} \), consistent with the idea that BF influences the nigrostriatal pathway implicated in self-initiated actions.

BF is not the only region to influence SN and the nigrostriatal pathway. HB and PPN also exhibited activity correlated with the empirically observed \( \text{actTime} \), and similar to SN, they also encoded action initiation early in the trial. However, again unlike BF, we did not find any relation between HB and PPN activity and deterministic \( \text{actTime} \) suggesting they may exert distinct influences on SN. Hikosaka and colleagues describe similar patterns of activity in single neurons of the macaque HB and PPN, both of which encode motivational salience signals in response to newly encountered situations (29, 30). In the case of HB, these signals covary with the speed of accompanying saccades (29), suggesting that early onset activity—like the \( \text{actTime} \) signals observed here—might reflect updates to the participants’ estimates of key environmental features at the beginning of each trial (16, 31, 32). These updates might then be translated into adaptive control of downstream SN neurons at or around the time of action initiation. The PPN appears important for orienting behavior to the most rewarding course of action because lesions reduce the frequency of win–stay but not lose–shift patterns in rodent behavior (16, 33) (note the relationship between past reward outcome and PPN activity in SI Appendix, Fig. S3D). The HB, in contrast, may be linked to avoidance of negative outcomes and control of impulsive behaviors (15) or when a loss or an aversive event is predicted (note the relationship between expected reward on the current trial, \( \text{actTime} \), and HB activity in SI Appendix, Fig. S3A and G). Lesions of PPN or HB both induce changes in motor behavior, albeit different in nature, that are consistent with roles in action initiation (34–37).

Dopaminergic pathways have usually been associated with self-initiated action (11, 38). It is therefore noteworthy that two of the ROIs involved in action timing are distinguished by their cholinergic nature: the PPN, as a principal source of acetylcholine to the basal ganglia (39), and the BF, which is implicated in cholinergic neuromodulation of the cortex (40, 41). However, there is evidence for acetylcholine’s involvement in self-initiated action: The bradykinetic deficits of Parkinsonism are accompanied by degeneration of cholinergic neurons in the PPN (42), and the same population is important in PPN’s interactions with the nigrostriatal pathway (13).

Fig. 7. Decisions about when to act are constructed within a cortico-subcortical circuit. (A) The hypothesized model in which activity in CN and NAc is influenced by SN; activity in SN is influenced by BF, PPN, and HB; and ACC influences BF (for estimates of path coefficients, see SI Appendix, Table S2). (B) Alternative model. The hypothesis-driven model fits the data better than an alternative model in which the directions of paths were reversed. (C) Randomly permuting the position of each ROI in the hypothesis-driven model produced a distribution of AICs. The AIC of the hypothesis-driven circuit (dashed red line) was positioned in the 0.6th percentile of this distribution. (D) A schematic of a cortico-subcortical circuit for decisions about when to act. See also SI Appendix, Fig. S8.
Even though ultrahigh-field fMRI enabled us to extract BOLD signals from small structures in the BF, midbrain, and brainstem that would not have been possible with conventional methods, there are still limits to its spatial resolution and thus our ability to distinguish different neural populations. SN, for example, consists of the pars compacta and pars reticulata subdivisions that contribute to functionally distinct basal ganglia pathways (18), which we did not discriminate. BF includes various structures and nuclei such as the medial septal nucleus, diagonal nucleus, and nucleus basalis. However, because of the close adjacency of several small and diverse nuclei near the nucleus basalis, our BF region focuses on medial septal and diagonal nuclei (but see SI Appendix, Fig. S8).

While neurophysiological recording is necessary for making such comparisons, fMRI can provide a simultaneous overview of activity across a distributed circuit.

Given the direct and indirect paths that are known to exist within basal ganglia circuits and the findings from our time course analyses, we proposed a circuit in which striatum is influenced by SN activity across a distributed circuit. Such comparisons, fMRI can provide a simultaneous overview of the ROIs Khalighinejad et al. PNAS Latest Articles on medial septal and diagonal nuclei (but see SI Appendix, Table S2).

We do not, however, claim to be proposing a comprehensive model containing all functional connections between subcortical structures. There are, of course, other anatomically reasonable connections between structures of our proposed circuit, such as direct influences of the ACC onto SN and HB. However, we believe that our proposed model is the simplest anatomically plausible model that can explain our data well. We suggest that BF integrates past and present contextual information that will influence the decision about when an action should be made and communicates this information to nigrostriatal circuit (Fig. 6). It is then in the nigrostriatal circuit or one of the interconnecting areas such as PPN or HB that action initiation per se begins. On the other hand, medial frontal areas such as ACC might provide BF with contextual information it needs to guide decision time (Fig. 4) (5, 20). We found an influence from ACC to BF that may correspond with such a possibility during circuit-level analysis (Fig. 7).

**Methods**

**Subjects.** Twenty participants (15 females), aged 19 to 34 y, completed the study. All participants were paid £10 per h for participating in the study and additional £3 to 7 for performance-dependent reward collected during the study. Each participant provided written informed consent at the beginning of the trial. We are very grateful to Prof. Mark Woolrich for helping with structural equation modeling.

**ROI Time Course Analyses.** Anatomical ROIs were created in four stages for subcortical structures: 1) Anatomical masks were defined for each ROI in the MNI standard space using the Harvard–Oxford Subcortical Structural Atlas and Atlas of the Human Brain (43). 2) Masks were transformed from the standard space to each participant’s structural space by applying a standard-to-structural warp that was then thresholded, and binarized. 3) To make sure that the masks still match the ROIs’ boundaries after unwarping, they were manually edited within each participant’s structural space using FSLeyes. 4) Masks were transformed from the individual structural to functional space by applying a structural-to-functional warp, thresholded, binarized, and dilated by 1 voxel. Functional ROIs (ACC and striatum) were defined as spheres of 1.5 mm radius, centered at the peak of the activation of a contrast. To avoid any circularity in analyses, functional ROIs were not used in time series analysis of actTime contrast. For time series analyses, the filtered time series of each voxel within each ROI was averaged, normalized, and up-sampled. The up-sampled data were then epoched in 15-s windows, starting from 9 s before to 6 s after the response time. Time series GLMs were then fit at each time step of the epoched data, using ordinary least squares. We ran the following GLMs:

GLM2.1 BOLD = β1observedactTime + β2totaltime + β3constant,

where BOLD is an i x t (i trial, t time samples) matrix containing the time series data for a given ROI. observed actTime is the time passed in seconds (log normalized) from beginning of the trial to the moment participants made a response. totaltime is a confounding regressor and accounts for the time passed since the beginning of the scanning session. constant is an unmodulated constant regressor.

GLM2.2 BOLD = β1reward + β2probChanget + β3noisei + β4rewardOutcomei + β5actTimei + β6rewardOutcome + β7totalTimei + β8constant,

where reward, probChanget, and noisei are contextual factors on the current trial; rewardOutcomei, and actTimei are contextual factors on the past trial; and rewardOutcomei is the reward outcome on the current trial.

GLM2.3 BOLD = β1deterministic actTime presents + past + β2observedactTime + β3totaltime + β4constant,

where deterministic actTime presents + past are the predicted actTime from the Cox regression model relating to both present and past contextual factors. GLM2.4 BOLD = β1deterministic actTime present + past + β2observedactTime + β3totaltime + β4constant,

where deterministic actTime present and deterministic actTime past are the predicted actTime from the Cox regression model relating to past contextual factors, respectively.

GLM2.5 BOLDROI = β1BOLDseed + β2deterministic actTime present + past + β3PII + β4ObservedactTime + β5totaltime + β6constant,

where BOLDROI is BOLD activity at ROIs, BOLDseed is BOLD activity at BF, and PII is the interaction between BOLDseed and deterministic actTime present + past.

**Leave-One-Out Analysis on Time Series Group Peak Signal.** Significance testing on time course data was performed by using a leave-one-out procedure on the group peak signal to avoid potential temporal selection biases. For every participant, we estimated the peak signal time by identifying the peak in the time course of the mean beta weights of the relevant regressor in all other participants. When we did this, we identified the peak (positive or negative) of the regressor of interest within the full width of the epoched time course: from 9 s before to 6 s after the response. Next, we took the beta weight of the remaining participant at the time of the group peak. We repeated this for all participants. Therefore, the resulting 19 peak beta weights were selected independently from the time course of each single participant. We assessed significance using t tests on the resulting peak beta weights. To control for familywise error rate the significance level was adjusted for the number of ROIs, using the Holm–Bonferroni method (44). The effect of observed actTime on BOLD activity peaked 4.66 s after the response in one group of ROIs and 1.04 s before the response in another group. To further assess the significance of this timing difference we identified the (positive or negative) group peak within an early decision phase defined as a 2-s window before response and within a late decision phase defined as a 2-s window starting 4 s after the response. A leave-one-out procedure was used to identify group peak signals in both early and late decision phase.

**Materials and Data Availability.** Data files and materials used in the main analyses presented here have been archived and uploaded to the Data DRYAD and are freely available at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.prr4kgdwh (45).
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